NOTES:
1. DIMENSION W IS LESS PRESSURE GAUGES, BUT WITH 1/4" NPT PIPE PLUGS.
2. THE FOLLOWING METALLURGY IS AVAILABLE FOR STRATE-THRU FILTERS:
   BRONZE, STEEL, AND STAINLESS STEEL.
3. 1/2" NPT/DRAIN VALVES (STAINLESS STEEL OR BRONZE) ARE OPTIONAL: SHOWN IN
   SIDE VIEW ONLY.
4. OPTIONAL GAUGES AVAILABLE IN 316 STAINLESS STEEL OR BRONZE WITH 0-200 PSI
   (0-13.8 BAR) STANDARD PRESSURE RANGE; OTHER PRESSURE RANGES AVAILABLE.
5. FILTER SERVICE CONNECTIONS ARE QUICK-COUPLING TYPE.
6. FILTER ELEMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND 150 PSI [10.3 BAR]
   DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE.
7. DESIGN PRESSURE OF UNIT IS 150 PSI [10.3 BAR].
8. ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN INCHES WITH MILLIMETER EQUIVALENTS IN BRACKETS [ ]
9. MODEL DSS-2236-ST IS SHOWN.
10. ONE BALL VALVE HANDLE PROVIDED PER UNIT.
11. PROCESS FLANGE CONNECTIONS ARE EQUIPPED STANDARD WITH EITHER
    ANSI CLASS 150 OR DIN ND 16 FLANGES.